UniGroup is recognizing the service and celebrating the dedication of its more than 6,000 van operators during its Van Operator Appreciation Week May 6-10. Congratulations to today’s winners!

**Grand Prize - $2,500**
Ronald Pridmore

**1st Place - $500 New Haven Gift Certificate and New Haven Dolly**
Ted Zako

**2nd Place – iPad mini**
John Blassingame
Rodney Roberts

**3rd Place - $50 Visa Gift Card**
Mitchell Agnew
Julio Aviles
Leslie Balogh
Heloizio Basilio
Scot Bebo
Clifford Bennett
Ted Zako
Kevin Berg
Robert Berganio
Fitz Blassingame
Ronnie Brock
Brady Brown
Robert Bryant
William Carroll
David Casimiro
Dale Chavis
Kevin Clayburn
Carl Combs
David Dansby
Ernest Delahoussaye
Paulo J Deoliveira
Hugh Dyer
Paul Eldridge
Nicholas Elking
Francisco Eloisa
Mark Fulks
Pedro Gonzales
Shawndell Goodwin
Robert Graham
Edward Green
Zachary Hamm
Gillon Hanson
John Hayes
Orville Headley
William Holifield
Gene Jackson
Thomas Jackson
Paul Jacobsen
Tommy James
Charles Jeffries
Kevin Johnson
Galen Johnston
Leonard Joseph
Miroslaw Kazun

Konrad Kielbus
Brian Kitson
Jacek Klepacki
Kirk Krueger
Joseph Lane
Larry Larson
Duwayne Liebe
Alfonso Madrigal
Ireneusz Maluga
Teaford Martin
Shawn Maxey
Michael Mcnear
David Meriwether
Jeffrey Mikula
Billy Moore
Gary Moore
Jeffery Moorer
David Mullin
Cedric Nevith
John Nowyorkas
Reuben Ortiz
Alejandro Perez
Nelson Pope
Ralph Ranieri
Brad Reynolds
Thomas Rindle
Arthur Rodriguez
Rafael Rodriguez
Thomas Rogers
Terry Rosaaen
Josue Rosas Hernandez
Jack Schmerber
Stephen Schrader
Richard Sick
Floyd Skaggs
Thomas Smith
James Smith
Maricela Sosa
Patrick Stapelfeldt
Antonio Stradford
Kevin Styles
Willie Terry
George Thomas
Ricardo Valadez
UniGroup is recognizing the service and celebrating the dedication of its more than 6,000 van operators during its Van Operator Appreciation Week May 6-10. Congratulations to today’s winners!

**1st Place - $500 New Haven Gift Certificate and New Haven Dolly**  
Miroslaw Zwierzynski  

**2nd Place – iPad mini**  
Daniel Connell  
Jeffrey Behrens  

**3rd Place - $50 Visa Gift Card**  
Marsha Abney  
Bautista Alicea  
Julio Araiza-Navarret  
Daniel Arellano  
Orlando Arroyo  
Richard Ball  
Edward Barch  
James Bargeron  
Raymond Beavers  
Steven Bess  
Charles Burney  
Mark Byerhof  
David Cambell  
Matthew Castillo  
Jason Christo  
Peter Ciuffitelli  
Christopher Clark  
Troy Coleman  
Patrick Cook  
Reginald Dickens  
Raymond Doan  
Colton Dodd  
Jason Elmore  
Wilfredo Espinal-Rubio  
Richard Fenninger  
Stevie Fifer  
Sergio Flores  
Demetrius Ford  
Eric Galioto  
Robert Gates  
Thomas Goldstein  
Gregory Good  
Kenneth Gordon  
Richard Greenough  

Bryan Grivno  
Thomas Grossetti  
Ricky Hensel  
Matthew Humlick  
Jeffrey Illingworth  
Allison Irish  
Joyce Jackson  
David Jackson  
Thomas Jarman  
Andrew Jones  
Terry Kemp  
Jeffery Knox  
Richard Macon  
Stephen Mallon  
Moses Martin  
Jose Martinez Santia  
Roberto Martinez-Zelada  
Nicholas Mcalpine  
Sean McNally  
Hector Medina-Diaz  
Jerry Minor  
Danny Mitchell  
Jeffrey Moore  
Wilson Munoz  
Troy Neatherlin  
Timotei Niculea  
Chad Nuyda  
Michael Oliver  
Tommy O’Quinn  
Wallington Ortiz Ortiz  
James Parnell  
Rene Pepin  
George Pereira  
Edin Pervanic  
Barron Phillips  
Andrew Pott  
Erich Prusse  
Christopher Ramirez  
Stephen Riley  
Terrence Roberts  
Terry Robinson  
David Rudosky  
Xavier Sanchez  
James Saylor  
Wayne Schumacher  
Timothy Shaffer  
George Simmons  
Rickie Sloat  
Kevin Smith  
Michael Stamper  
Michael Stecher  
Ronald Stein  
Daniel Stoll  
Luetrell Tatum  
Ryan Tavares  
Isiah Thornton  
Dwight Tucker  
Roberto Valverde  
Timothy Vawter  
Gregory Webber  
Troy White  
Mark Wilds  
Travis Williams  
Chad Williams  
Samuel Woodley  
Thomas Yuschak
UniGroup is recognizing the service and celebrating the dedication of its more than 6,000 van operators during its Van Operator Appreciation Week May 6-10. Congratulations to today's winners!

1st Place - $500 New Haven Gift Certificate and New Haven Dolly
David Tarma

2nd Place – iPad mini
Oscar Ruiz
James Knackstedt

3rd Place - $50 Visa Gift Card
Prince Anim
Judith Asher
Jerry Ball
John Beaupre
Richard Bell
Kenneth Blackmon
Arthur Borrego
Michael Brandell
Dallas Brown
Darren Buckrham
James Campbell
Denny Carter
Gregory Cathey
Markus Cockerham
Bruce Collins
Robert Crabtree
Tarrence Crooks
Johnny Crow
Zachary Davis
Edward Dean
Matthew Dixon
Shayne Duesing
Sean Duprat
Neil Dykens
Gary Eaves
Robert Edgar
Larry Edwards
Robin Ellis
Michael Ellison
Michael Feola
Edward Fisher
Denvoy Forbes
Brian Foster
Chris Garner

Carlos Godina
David Goodine
James Hanan
Danny Hanks
Anthony Harrington
Cameron Hastings
Alan Henderson
Isaac Hofman
Michael Hokkanen
Scott Hrdy
Edward Iron
Ivan Ivone
Steven Jernigan
Jordy Jones
Derek Kaniewski
Kelle Kapke
Michael Kemp
Joseph Kintzele
Michael Klawiter
Kelly Konesky
Thomas Koren
William Kruse
Henry Land
Rosario Lizaraga
Vincent Lombardi
Michael Luter
Timothy Martin
Roberto Martinez Trejo
Mary Masella
Richard McDaniel
Richard Meehan
Gary Mihalchik
Janusz Mika
John Mistretta
David Goodine
James Hanan
Danny Hanks
Anthony Harrington
Cameron Hastings
Alan Henderson
Isaac Hofman
Michael Hokkanen
Scott Hrdy
Edward Iron
Ivan Ivone
Steven Jernigan
Jordy Jones
Derek Kaniewski
Kelle Kapke
Michael Kemp
Joseph Kintzele
Michael Klawiter
Kelly Konesky
Thomas Koren
William Kruse
Henry Land
Rosario Lizaraga
Vincent Lombardi
Michael Luter
Timothy Martin
Roberto Martinez Trejo
Mary Masella
Richard McDaniel
Richard Meehan
Gary Mihalchik
Janusz Mika
John Mistretta
Jason Mueller
Walter Nunley
Dewayne Orrell
John Palmer
Kenneth Powell
John Pruitt
Gregory Puthoff
William Randolph
Richard Rodriguez
Michael Romero
Ricky Ross
Ronald Rossi
Jeffery Schaefer
Ronald Scott
Marco Serrano
Kazimerz Skrzelowski
Marco Soto
Chhun Sous
Ken Strother
Timothy Thomaselli
Clarence Thompson
Theodore Thorne
Shawn Tribble
Rocky Walker
Martin Walker
Antonio Washington
Gary Whitehall
Gabriel Whitfield
Cameron Wicks
Earl Williams
Michael Zavislak
UniGroup is recognizing the service and celebrating the dedication of its more than 6,000 van operators during its Van Operator Appreciation Week May 6-10. Congratulations to today’s winners!

1st Place - $500 New Haven Gift Certificate and New Haven Dolly
Montgomery Morgan

2nd Place – iPad mini
Eugene Serwatka
David Putnam

3rd Place - $50 Visa Gift Card
Josef Aceves
Lawrence Alexander
Robert Amack
Stephen Bergman
Kenneth Bone
Montgomery Morgan

Demetrius Brown
Sherrill Byrd
Jeffrey Carter
Christopher Chibiris
Donald Christie
Kevin Christofferson
Matthew Cockerham
Michael Connolly
Justin Crockett
Kevin Daly
Daren Davenport
Frank Diaz
Harold Doremus
Brett Edwards
Rick Ellington
Dwight Ellis
James Esparza
Michael Estrada
Eduardo Flores
Hector Flores
Lawrence Gackowski
Adrian Garcia
Christopher Gasmem
Nicholas Gedris
Kreen Gentry
Rodney Gruse
Larry Hall
Cedric Hampton

Michael Harris
Dean Henley
Otis Henry
Alexandru Herteg
Jose Hodgson
John Hoffman
Billy Holloway
Stephen Hutcherson
William Jackman
Derek Jacobson
Steven James
Brian Johnson
Daniel Kasper
Robert King
Dale Lane
Victor Larson
Michael Ledet
Bernard Leding
Andrew Lehman
Edwin Lewis
Cesar Lizarraga Onofr
Steven Lohman
Ildeberto Macedo
Charles Maher
Patrick Malcom
Joseph Martin
Henry Martinez
David Mason
Laquentin Mccown
Daniel Mckay
Joseph Mclean
Pete Menchaca
Daniel Morris
Keith Mullins

Peter Necak
Michael Osullivan
Milo Pantelic
Sione Pilivi
William Poole
Leo Rios
Donald Roche
Steve Sanders
Raul Segovia
David Shelton
Rafael Silvas
Douglas Smith
Michael Story
Braidan Takacs Centeno
Tracy Thompson
Charles Thompson
John Torres
Thomas Tyner
Wesley Verret
Errick Wallace
John Webb
Christopher Weiler
Timothy Wendt
Ricardo Wheatley
Christopher Whittenburg
Billy Wilkins
George Williams
Arthur Williams
Laura Wilson
William Wood
Michael Woods
Lacy Wright
UniGroup is recognizing the service and celebrating the dedication of its more than 6,000 van operators during its Van Operator Appreciation Week May 6-10. Each day this week, we will be giving out the prizes below.

1st Place - $500 New Haven Gift Certificate and New Haven Dolly
Joe Sullivan

2nd Place – iPad mini
Antonio Polanco
Paul Armijo

3rd Place - $50 Visa Gift Card
Johnny Abbott  Jermaul Ingram  Roger Tafolla
Juan Adorno  Donald Ivy  Ross Tennison
Christopher Allen  Don Johnson  Benny Terrill
Emery Biagas  Eric Jones  Eric Verduzco
Sean Billips  James Juckett  Victor Villarreal
Luis Borja Moreno  Ronald Kapellusch  Carl West
Leon Bowens  Leonard Kelly                
Ronald Bowes  James Kirkum  Jeffrey Williams
Tyler Branson  Gregory Kohl  Giovanni Ynoa
Jeremy Briley  James Lobosco  
Michael Burks  Ernesto Logan  
Curt Card  Joel Lynn  
James Chance  Jose Magdaleno  
Henry Clark  James Mccarty  
James Clark  James Mcgoldrick  
Derrick Clark  John Meissner  
Anthony Coats  Wayne Minnick  
Cornelius Cooper  Stuart Momon  
Kenneth Corbeil  Ramon Munoz  
Leonardo Cordova  Herman Murphy  
Charles Cottingham  Carlton Narramore  
Leslie Cousins  Christopher Nowicki  
Donald Cox  Edmond Oldham  
Anthony Day  Richard Olson  
Angel Delapaz  Brian Pendergrass  
David Deppish  Matthew Peterson  
David Drafall  Michael Phelps  
Elex Dubar  Donald Pinner  
Michael Ferguson  Ronald Powell  
Matthew Flora  Jorge Recendez  
Antonio Flores  James Robida  
Edward Fries  Christopher Roles  
Jose Garcia  James Ruff  
Melvin Goldbach  Marcus Russell  
Alejandro Gomez  Stanislav Rynkevic  
Keith Gonz  Todd Scarlett  
Richard Gray  Michael Schodrow  
Jay Guldner  Fredrick Schueneman  
Glyn Harbin  Walter Shafer  
Phillip Having  Terry Sherrod  
Gregson Haynes  Ronald Smith  
Denny Hennessey  James Spring  
Mark Henson  Charles Stelzner  
Ricky Hicks  Dave Stewart  
Kevin Hill  Chris Stoskopf  
Robert Hoffses  Timothy Strickland